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This is a great exercise to begin to distinguish between your irrational worry thoughts (AKA Monkey Mind) and your intuition (AKA Voice of Wisdom).
 

When we are routinely and unconsciously listening and reacting to our worries we will often find ourselves confused and frustrated, not understanding how to change our
behavior or do things differently.

 
When we build the skill to notice and observe our worried thoughts and not simply react we create a space. This space is called the ‘observational gap.’ Within this gap lies our

power to recognize patterns that are no longer serving our growth and choose a different route so that we can move towards what is truly important to us.
 

If you are experiencing irrational or unuseful fear while climbing this is a great exercise to begin to build the skill of distinguishing between true fears and imagined ones.
 

There are just two simple questions to ask yourself when you have a fearful, worried, negative or repetitive thought.
 

Question #1:
Is this thought useful?

 
By this we mean, is this thought bringing me closer to my goals, dreams and aspirations? Or is it holding me back or otherwise shifting my focus to negative aspects of the

situation? 
 

If the thought is clearly not useful, then you have created the observational gap and now have the opportunity to shift your focus to something that will move you towards what you
truly would love. Take a moment to tap into what would bring you satisfaction, fulfillment or joy in the moment and shift your focus to that.

 
For example; If you have a thought such as, “I suck at slopers,” and the moves ahead have several slopey holds, this thought is not useful in getting through the sequence. 

 
If, however, in the gap of noticing that negative thought you see that finding new beta and moving past the slopers would be really satisfying you can then shift your focus to

examining the rock for other features and exploring possibilities.
 

If the thought is useful, such as, “I am fearful of hitting that ledge if I were to fall,” then move onto the second question.
 
 



Question #2:
How is the thought behaving?

 
By this we mean, what is the tone and attitude of the voice? Is it bossy, bullying, derogatory, belittling? Is there an intense sense of urgency?

 
When our brain is overly focused on irrational or unuseful fears there is a particular “feel” to it versus when our intuition is trying to send us important, useful

information.
 

Our intuitive voice tends to be calm, nurturing, encouraging and otherwise kind. While our Monkey Mind voice tends to sound like a panicky jerk. As we practice
distinguishing between the two it becomes easier to quickly recognize the one from the other. When we are able to do this we can take comfort in trusting our intuitive voice

and confidently make decisions even when in intense situations such as high up on a rock climb.
 

For example; If the thought sounds like this, “Don’t fall here idiot or you’ll break your freakin legs!” This is likely Monkey Mind.
 

Versus it sounding like this, “That ledge below seems close enough to impact with a fall here, let’s see where I can place more gear to protect against that.” Do you hear the
difference? It is the same position on the wall but very different tones in the voice.

 
In Conclusion:

 
Start by asking yourself these two questions throughout your normal day for at least a week and see how often you can catch your worried brain trying to run the show. I bet

you will be surprised how, even in normal, day-to-day situations the Monkey Mind chatter will try to overpower your intuitive wisdom. 
 

After you have practiced this exercise with normal thoughts, take it to your climbing where the stakes are higher and therefore more challenging to shift your attention.
Remember that the old thought patterns have likely been around for awhile so in turn will likely take some time to shift. Be patient with yourself and be consistent with

practice.
If you would like to explore these ideas further please feel free to contact me with questions or for a free consultation!

 
 


